Algorithmic fairness has been studied mostly in a static setting where the implicit assumptions are that the frequencies of historically made decisions do not impact the problem structure in subsequent future. However, for example, the capability to pay back a loan for people in a certain group might depend on historically how frequently that group has been approved loan applications. If banks keep rejecting loan applications to people in a disadvantaged group, it could create a feedback loop and further damage the chance of getting loans for people in that group. This challenge has been noted in several recent works but is under-explored in a more generic sequential learning setting. In this paper, we formulate this delayed and long-term impact of actions within the context of multi-armed bandits (MAB). We generalize the classical bandit setting to encode the dependency of this action "bias" due to the history of the learning. Our goal is to learn to maximize the collected utilities over time while satisfying fairness constraints imposed over arms' utilities, which again depend on the decision they have received. We propose an algorithm that achieves a regret ofÕ(KT 2/3 ) and show a matching regret lower bound of Ω(KT 2/3 ), where K is the number of arms and T denotes the learning horizon. Our results complement the bandit literature by adding techniques to deal with actions with long-term impacts and have implications in designing fair algorithms.
Introduction
Algorithms have been increasingly involved in high-stake decision making. Examples include approving/disapproving loan application [Fuster et al., 2018 , deciding on employment and compensation [Bartik and Nelson, 2016, Cowgill and Zitzewitz, 2009 ], college admissions [Bickel et al., 1975] , and recidivism and bail decisions [Angwin et al., 2016, Dressel and Farid, 2018] . Automating these high-stakes decisions have raised ethical concerns on whether it amplifies the discrimination against protected classes [Obermeyer et al., 2019 , Chouldechova, 2017 , and there have been growing efforts towards studying algorithmic fairness to mitigate these concerns. Most of the above efforts have focused on static settings: a utility-maximizing decision maker ensures her actions satisfy some fairness criteria at the decision time, without considering the long-term impacts of actions. However, in practice, these decisions often have long-term impacts on the rewards and well-beings for the people involved. For example, • A regional financial institute may decide on the fraction of loan applications from different social groups to approve. These decisions could affect the development of these groups: The capability of applicants from a group to pay back a loan might depend on the group's socio-economic status, which is influenced by historically how frequently applications from this group has been approved [Bartlett et al., 2018, Cowgill and Tucker, 2019] .
• The police department may decide on the amount of patrol time to be allocated or the probability of patrol in a neighborhood (primarily populated with a demographic group). The likelihood to catch a crime in a neighborhood might depend on how frequent the police decides to patrol this area , Knox et al., 2019 .
• A university may decide on the ratio of application from different groups to admit (e.g., via affirmative action rules). How successful a candidate from a group will be after college (e.g., their value to employers) might again depend on the socio-economic status of the group, influenced by the education opportunities that have been given [Coate and Loury, 1993, Kleinberg et al., 2018] . The above observations raise concerns in algorithmic fairness. If being insensitive with the long-term impact of actions, the decision maker risks treating a historically disadvantaged group unfairly. Making things even worse, these unfair and oblivious decisions might reinforce existing biases and make it harder in observing the true potential for a disadvantaged group.
While being a relatively under-explored (but important) topic, several recent works have looked into this problem of delayed impact of actions in algorithmic fairness, and the results have focused on understanding the impact in a one-step delay of actions [Liu et al., 2018 , Kannan et al., 2019 , Heidari et al., 2019 , or a sequential decision making setting without uncertainty [Mouzannar et al., 2019 , Zhang et al., 2019 , Hu and Chen, 2018 . This work departs from the above line of efforts. We formulate the long-term impact of actions and fairness considerations in sequential decision making under uncertainty. In particular, we generalize the mutli-armed bandit setting, a classical framework for sequential decision making under uncertainty, to encode the dependency of this action "bias" due to the history of the learning. Our goal is to learn to maximize the rewards obtained over time while satisfying some fairness criteria, in which both the rewards and the fairness measure could depend on the past actions.
The history-dependency of the structure of observed rewards makes our problem substantially more challenging: (1) A made decision not only affects learner's collected rewards, but will also affect the future status of each selected and non-selected arm.
(2) Learner's observed rewards do not directly reflect the reward of an action taken, because of the dependence of all past-made actions. This makes the exploration steps much trickier for the learner to design.
Our results and contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We formulate and investigate the bandit learning problem with delayed impacts of actions and fairness considerations. We show that applying standard bandit algorithms leads to linear regret, i.e., exisiting approaches either will obtain low rewards or have a severe violations of fairness.
• We propose an algorithm, based on a phased-learning template which smoothes out the historical bias during learning, that achieves a sublinear regret bound ofÕ(KT 2/3 ).
• We prove a matching lower regret bound of Ω(KT 2/3 ), which means our solution is order optimal in terms of the dependency on the number of groups K and the time horizon T . We also conduct a series of simulations (in Appendix G) to demonstrate that our proposed algorithm outperforms state-of-the-art methods in practice.
Related Work
One major line of research in algorithmic fairness focuses on static settings and aims to ensure some fairness criteria are satisfied. The common fairness notions include group fairness (achieving approximate parity of certain measures across groups) [Zafar et al., 2017 , Hardt et al., 2016 and individual fairness (similar treatments for similar individuals) [Dwork et al., 2012 , Joseph et al., 2016 . One standard formulation is to impose fairness criteria as constraints in the optimization problem [Dwork et al., 2012 , Hardt et al., 2016 , Agarwal et al., 2018 , and one common technique is to use Lagrangian relaxation and recast the problem as unconstrained optimization, with the objective encoding the performance and fairness considerations , Menon and Williamson, 2018 , Cotter et al., 2019 , Dimitrakakis et al., 2019 . For algorithmic fairness sequential setting, one line of works have studied fairness in the sequential learning setting while not considering long-term impact of actions Joseph et al. [2016] , Bechavod et al. [2019] , Liu et al. [2017] , Gupta and Kamble [2019] , Gillen et al. [2018] . For the study on delayed impacts of actions, recent works mostly focus on addressing the one-step delayed impacts or a multi-step sequential setting with full information [Heidari et al., 2019 , Hu and Chen, 2018 , Liu et al., 2018 , Mouzannar et al., 2019 , Cowgill and Tucker, 2019 , Bartlett et al., 2018 . Our work differs from the above and studies delayed impacts of actions in sequential decision making under uncertainty.
Our learning framework builds on the rich bandit learning literature [Auer et al., 2002a, Lai and Robbins, 1985] . However, instead of making the standard assumption of i.i.d. or adversarial rewards, we consider the setting in which the arm reward depends on the action history. The settings most similar to ours are non-stationary bandits, including restless bandits [Slivkins and Upfal, 2008, Besbes et al., 2014] , in which the reward of each arm changes over time regardless of whether the arm is pulled, and rested bandits [Levine et al., 2017] , in which the reward of arm evolves only when it is pulled. In contrast, our model encodes a generic dependency of actions taken in the past. Our formulation also bears similarity to reinforcement learning since our impact function encodes memory (in fact Markovian [Ortner et al., 2012, Tekin and Liu, 2010] ), although we focus on studying the exploration-exploitation tradeoff in bandit formulation and its fairness implications. Our techniques and approaches share similar insights with Lipschitz bandit [Kleinberg et al., 2008 , Slivkins, 2014 and combinatorial bandit [Chen et al., 2016] in that we also assume the Lipschitz reward structure and consider combinatorial action space. However, our setting is different since the arm reward explicitly depends on the learner's action history. We also note that there are several works that have formulated delayed action impact in bandit learning [Pike-Burke et al., 2018, Kleinberg and Immorlica, 2018] , but in all of these works, the setting, the formulation are different from the ones we consider in the present work.
Problem Setting
We formulate the setting in which an institution sequentially determines how to allocate resources to different groups. For example, a regional financial institute may decide on the fraction or overall frequency of loan applications to approve from different social groups each month. The police department may decide on the amount of patrol time or the patrol probability they allocate to different regions each day.
The institution is assumed to be utility maximizer that aims to maximize the expected reward associated with the allocation policy over time. If we assume the reward 1 for allocating an unit of resource to a group is i.i.d. drawn from some initially unknown distribution, this problem can be reduced to a standard bandit problem, with each group representing an arm in bandit learning. The goal of the institution is then to learn a sequence of arm selections to maximize its cumulative rewards or minimize the regret.
In this work, we extend the bandit setting and consider fairness constraints and delayed impacted of actions. The institution aims to maximize the rewards over time while being fair to different groups. Moreover, both the fairness metrics (e.g., characterizing the social status of each group) and the rewards for allocating an unit of resource to a group are influenced by how frequently the group has been allocated resources historically.
Action space. There are K base arms, indexed from k = 1 to K, with each base arm representing a group. At each time step t, the institution chooses an action, called a meta arm, p(t) = {p 1 (t), . . . , p K (t)} ∈ P, where p k (t) represents the probability of choosing a base arm k (p k (t) can be interpreted as the probability of allocating an unit resource to group k or the portion of the resources allocated to group k). The institution only observes the reward from the arm it ends up with selecting. 2 P := ∆ K is the space of the K-dimensional probability simplex with K k=1 p k (t) = 1. Rewards with delayed impacts of actions. We consider the scenario in which the rewards of actions are unknown a priori and are influenced by the action history. Let H(t) = {p(1), . . . , p(t)} be the action history of the institution. We define the impact function f (t) = F (H(t)) to summarize the impact of the learner's actions to the reward generated in each groups. In the following discussion, we make the dependency on H(t) implicit and use the vector f (t) = {f 1 (t), . . . , f K (t)} to denote the impact to each group.
The reward for allocating resources to group k at time t depends on both p k (t) and the historical impact f k (t). In particular, when the institution allocates an unit of resource to group k, she obtains a reward drawn independently from a distribution with mean r k (f k (t)) ∈ [0, 1].
When an action p(t) is taken at time t, the institution obtains an expected reward
where r k (·) is unknown a priori but is a Lipschitz continuous function with respect to its input parameter, with Lipschitz constant L r k , i.e., a small deviation of the institution's actions has small impacts on the unit reward from each group. As for the impact function, to simplify the presentation, we focus on the setting in which f (t) is a time-discounted average, with each component f k (t) defined as
where γ = (0, 1) is the time-discounting factor. Intuitively, f k (t) is a weighted average with more weights on recent actions. However, our results extend to a more general family of impact functions and do not require exact knowledge of impact functions (see discussion in Section 4.4). Fairness constraints. We follow the standard notions of group fairness, which aims to achieve approximate parity of certain measures across groups. Let π i (f i (t)) ∈ [0, 1] be the fairness measure for group i, and τ ∈ [0, 1] be the tolerance parameter, the fairness constraints at t can be written as
π i (·) is unknown a priori and is dependent on the historical impact. The impact function for π i (·) can be different from the one for r i (·). We adopt the same f i to reduce the notation complexity, but our results generalize to a different impact function with the same assumption made for f i .
We do not restrict the form of π i (·), but we assume there exists an oracle (e.g., some auditing agency) that provides a noisy unbiased sample of π i (f i (t)) at each time t. Similarly to r i (·), π i (·) is Lipschitz continuous with respect to its input parameter, with Lipschitz constant L π i .
Objective. With the above definitions, the goal of the institution is to choose a sequence of actions that solves the following constrained optimization problem.
Since both r k (·) and π k (·) are unknown a priori, the above problem is not tractable. Therefore, we impose the fairness requirement as soft constraints through the standard Lagrangian relaxation. The goal of the institution is then to maximize the objective that includes both rewards and fairness considerations. In particular, we rewrite the fairness constraint
. This allows us to define a utility function U t (p(t)) for the institution to maximize over time (detailed derivations are in Appendix A):
where λ k is a group-dependent parameter, balancing the trade-off between the expected reward and fairness violation. It is assumed to be specified by the institution.
Regret. Let A be the algorithm the institution deploys. The goal of A is to choose a sequence of actions {p(t)} that maximizes the total utility. The performance of the algorithm is characterized by regret, defined as
where the expectation is taken on the randomness of algorithm A and the utility realization. 3
Negative Results: Classical Bandit Solutions Might Lead to Linear Regrets
We first present an important, though perhaps not surprising, negative result: If the institution is not aware of the (delayed) impact of actions, applying existing standard bandit algorithms will lead to linear regrets in our problem. This negative result highlights the importance of designing new algorithms when delayed impact of actions are present, otherwise the institution would either end up operating at an inefficient point or lead to a largely unfair state for groups.
Theorem 3.1. (Informal) With unawareness of action's delayed impact, applying standard bandit algorithms (including UCB, Thompson Sampling, EXP3) leads the learner to suffer linear regrets.
The formal theorem and analysis are in Appendix B. To offer an intuition, consider a simple example, in which the impact function is determined by the current action, i.e., f (t) = p(t), and r k (p k ) = 1/(1 + p k ) for all k. The institution's optimal action in hindsight p * is the solution to the following problem:
When the institution is unaware of the action impact, r k (p k ) is treated as a constant. And when r k (p k ) is a constant, there exists an optimal action in hindsight that is a pure strategy, i.e., assigning probability 1 to one arm and probability 0 to others. Through standard bandit learning, the institution will learn to converge to that pure strategy. On the other hand, since r k (p k ) = 1/(1 + p k ) for all k, a pure strategy leads to expected reward 1 2 (1 + max k λ k ), while the mixed strategy p = {1/k, . . . , 1/k} leads to expected reward K K+1 1 + K k=1 λ k , strictly larger than the expected reward of a pure strategy when K > 1 and λ k ≥ 0, ∀k. Therefore, an institution unaware of the (deplayed) impact of actions will learn to converge to an suboptimal action and not be able to achieve sublinear regret.
Our Algorithms and Results
In this section, we present our algorithms for the problem of fair bandits with delayed impact of actions.
We first consider a simplified setting, in which the impact at time t is only determined by the action at t, i.e., f (t) = p(t). We denote this setting as action-dependent fair bandits. Through utilizing the ideas from combinatorial bandits, Lipschitz bandits, and importance weighting, we propose an algorithm that achieves a regret ofÕ(KT 2/3 ). The algorithm and results are summarized in Section 4.1 and serve as the building block for the more general impact functions.
We then consider the history-dependent fair bandits, in which the impact function is the time-discounted average actions as specified in Equation (2). We first introduce a reduction template in Section 4.2, which enables us to reduce history-dependent fair bandits to the action-dependent version. We demonstrate the use of this template in Section 4.3 and show that we can again design an algorithm achieving a regret of O(KT 2/3 ). Finally, we discuss the cases with general impact functions in Section 4.4.
Our results demonstrate that it is possible to achieve near-optimal rewards while achieving fairness in sequential decision making under uncertainty, even when there exists delayed impacts of actions.
Action-Dependent Fair Bandits
We first address the action-dependent fair bandits, in which the impact function f (t) = p(t).
Overview of techniques. In our setting, after the learner 4 chooses a meta-arm p = {p 1 , . . . , p K }, one of the base arms k is realized with probability p k , and the learner receives the realized reward for base arm k, drawn from a distribution with mean r k (p k ). This means, the learner only observes one feedback at each time step.
Since we also know the probability p k for selecting each base arm, we adopt the idea of importance weighting such that we can simulate the case as if the learner is selecting K probabilities and obtain K signals (each drawn from a distribution with mean r k (p k )) at each time step. This interpretation transforms our problem structure to a setting similar to combinatorial bandits (in which the learner can select multiple arms at a time), except that there is an additional constraint on the feasible choice of arms (the probabilities need to sum to 1) in our setting. Furthermore, since both r k (·) and π k (·) are Lipschitz continuous, we adopt the idea from Lipschitz bandits to discretize the continuous space of each p k . With these ideas combined, we design a UCB-like algorithm that achieves a regret of O(KT 2/3 (ln T ) 1/3 ).
Note that this bound is tighter than the approaches that directly apply techniques from Lipschitz bandits and combinatorial bandits. The detailed discussion on the comparisons are included in Appendix C.2.1.
Action-Dependent UCB. We now formally describe our algorithm. In our algorithm, we uniformly discretize each p k into intervals of a fixed length , with carefully chosen such that 1/ is an positive integer. 5 Let P be the space of discretized meta arms, i.e., for each p = {p 1 , . . . , p K } ∈ P , K k=1 p k = 1 and p k ∈ {0, , 2 , . . . , 1} for all k.
After a meta arm p(t) = {p 1 (t), . . . , p K (t)} ∈ P is selected, a base arm a t drawn according to the distribution p(t) will be realized. The learner observes the realization of a t and receives the instantaneous rewardr t (p at (t), a t ), but does not observe the reward of other base arms. In the following discussion, we omit the second parameter and user t (p at (t)) to denoter t (p at (t), a t ) when it is clear from the context. In addition, the learner also obtains unbiased noisy samples of all arms' fairness measure {π t (p k (t))} from fairness oracle after taking actions at each time t.
We use importance weighting to construct the unbiased realized reward for each of the K elements in p:
Note that when p k (t) = 0, base arm k will never be chosen. Thus, we set the importance-weighted reward ofr t (0) to be 0. For p k (t) = 0, since the probability of a t = k is p k (t), it is easy to see that
Given the importance-weighted rewards { r t (p k (t))} and the observations of each arm's fairness measure {π t (p k (t))}, we re-frame our problem as choosing a K-dimensional probability measure (one value for each base arm). In particular, for each base arm k, p k will take the value from {0, , 2 , . . . , 1}, and we refer p k to discretized arms.
Remark 4.1. The above importance-weighting techinique enables us to "observe" samples of r k (p k ) for all base arms k when selecting p = {p 1 , . . . , p K }. This technique bridges the gap between the interpretation of whether p is a probability distribution or an allocation over base arms. Our following techniques can be applied in either interpreation.
By doing so, our problem is now similar to combinatorial bandits, in which we are choosing K discretized arms and observe the corresponding rewards and arms' status.
Below we describe our UCB-like algorithm based on the reward estimation and fairness measure estimation of discretized arms. First, we maintain the empirical estimates of the mean of reward and the fairness measure for each discretized arm as follows:r
where n t (p k ) is the total number of times when the discretized arm p k appeared in each selected meta arm till round t. Then we define the UCB index for each meta arm p ∈ P as follows:
With the UCB index in place, we are now ready to state our algorithm in Algorithm 1. The next theorem provides the regret bound of Algorithm 1 (The detailed proof is provided in Appendix C.3).
Theorem 4.2. Let = Θ K 2 ln T T (K−1) 2 1/3 . The regret of Algorithm 1 (with respect to the optimal arm in non-discretized P) is upper bounded as follows: Reg(T ) = O KT 2/3 (ln T ) 1/3 . 5 Smarter discretization generally does not lead to better regret bounds Kleinberg et al. [2008] .
Algorithm 1 Action-Dependent UCB 1: Input: K, 2: Initialization: In the first |P | rounds, play each meta arm in P once. 3: for t = |P | + 1, ..., T do 4:
Select p(t) = arg max p∈P UCB t (p) as in (7).
5:
Draw an arm a t ∼ p(t) and observe its realized rewardr t (p at (t)) and all arms' fairness measure {π t (p k (t))}.
6:
Update the importance-weighted rewards { r t (p k (t))} as in (4) and update the empirical mean {r t (p k (t))}, {π t (p k (t))} for each base arm as in (5) and (6).
7: end for
A Reduction Template
We now describe how to utilize our results for action-dependent fair bandits to solve our history-dependent fair bandit learning problem, in which the impact function is the time-discounted average as specified in Equation (2). The crux of our analysis is the observation that, in history-dependent fair bandits, if the learner keeps selecting the same strategy p for long enough, the expected one-shot utility will be approaching to the utility of selecting p in the action-dependent fair bandits. More specifically, suppose after time t, the current action impact for all arms is f (t) = p γ (t) = {p γ 1 (t), . . . , p γ K (t)}. Assume that the learner is interested in learning about the utility of selecting p = {p 1 , . . . , p K } next. Since the reward and fairness measure are influenced by f (t), selecting p at time t + 1 does not necessarily give us the utility samples at U (p). Instead, the learner can keep pulling this meta arm for a non-negligible s consecutive rounds to ensure that f (t + s) approaches p. Following this idea, we decompose the total number of time rounds T into T /L phases which each phase is associated with L rounds. We denote m ∈ [1, . . . , T /L ] as the phase index and p(m) as the selected meta-arm in the m-th phase. To summarize the above phased-learning template:
• In each phase m, we start with an approaching stage: the first s a rounds of the phase. This stage is used to "move" f (t + s) with 1 ≤ s ≤ s a towards to p.
• In the second stage, namely, estimation stage, of each phase: the remaining L − s a rounds. This stage is used for collecting the realized rewards, fairness measure information and estimating the true reward mean and fairness measure mean on action p, i.e., {r k (p k )} and {π k (p k )}.
• Finally, we leverage our tools in action-dependent fair bandits to decide what strategies to select in each phase.
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Approaching Stage: s a ; Estimation Stage: L s a p(m) = p Figure 1 . A graphical illustration. We deploy p for all rounds in m-th phases, therefore, we use p(m) = p to represent p(t) = p for simplicity. Figure 1 : A graphical illustration. We deploy p for all rounds in m-th phases, therefore, we use p(m) = p to represent p(t) = p for simplicity.
Note that even if we keep pulling the arm k with the constant probability p k in the approaching stage, the action impact in the estimation stage is not exactly the same as target strategy we want to learn, i.e., f (t + s) = p for s ∈ (s a , L], due to the finite length of the stage. However, we can guarantee all f (t + s) for s ∈ (s a , L] is close enough to p by bounding its approximation error w.r.t p.
The above idea enables a more general reduction algorithm that is compatible with any bandit algorithm that solves the action-dependent case. We present this reduction in Algorithm 2 and a graphical illustration in Figure 1 .
Algorithm 2 Reduction Template 1: Input: K, T ; γ, , ρ ∈ (0, 1), s a . 2: Input: A bandit algorithm A: History-Dependent UCB (Algorithm 3). 3: Split all rounds into consecutive phases of L = s a /(1 − ρ) rounds each. 4: for m = 1, . . . do
5:
Query algorithm A for its meta arm selection p(m) = p.
6:
Each phase is separated into two stages:
Deploy the meta arm p.
9:
end for 10:
Deploy the meta arm p;
12:
Collect the realized rewardsr t , the realized fairness measureπ t to estimate the mean reward as in (8), and the mean fairness measure as in (9).
13:
end for 14:
Update U e t (p) as in (10). 15: end for
History-Dependent Fair Bandits
In this section, we show how to utilize the reduction template to achieve aÕ(KT 2/3 ) regret bound for history-dependent fair bandits.
We first introduce some notations. Let ρ := (L − s a )/L be the ratio of number of rounds in estimation stage of each phase. For each discretized arm p k , let Γ t (p k ) = {s : s ∈ ((m − 1)L + s a , mL] where p k ∈ p(m), for m ∈ [ t/L ]} denote the set of all time indexes in estimation stages such that arm k is pulled with probability p k . We define the following empirical statistics computed from our observations:
where n e t (p k ) = |Γ t (p k )| denotes the total number of rounds pulling arm k with the probability p k in all estimation stages, and r s (p γ k (s)) is similarly defined as in Equation (4). Let U e t (p) be the empirical utility computed from information we collect in all estimation stages till time t:
As mentioned, we use the smoothed-out frequency {p γ k (s)} s∈Γt(p k ) in the estimation stage as an approximation for the discounted frequency right after the approaching stage. In the below discussion, to emphasize the computation based on the phase, we use m as the subscript.
Algorithm 3 History-Dependent UCB 1: Construct UCB for each meta arm p ∈ P at the end of each phase m = 1, 2, . . . , as follows:
.
2: Select p(m + 1) = arg max p UCB m (p) with ties breaking equally.
We define and compute err := Kγ sa (L * + 1), the approximation error incurred when we smooth out the undesired frequency. With these preparations, we present the phased history-dependent UCB algorithm (in companion with Algorithm 2) in Algorithm 3.
We now give our main result of this section:
Theorem 4.3. For any constant ratio ρ ∈ (0, 1) and γ ∈ (0, 1), let = Θ T −1/3 (ln(T ρ)) 1/3 and s a = Θ ln ln(T ρ)
The regret of Algorithm 2 with Algorithm 3 as input bounds as follows:
The full proof is in Appendix D. The analysis follows a similar structure to the proof of Theorem 4.2. However, due to historical impacts, a more careful analysis is needed. Specifically, we need to bound the approximation error U (p) − U e m (p) when p is selected repeatedly (tuning s a ). We then show that a small approximation error allows us to bound the number of selection of sub-optimal meta arms that are sufficiently far away from the optimal one. Remark 4.4. For a constant ratio ρ, we match the optimal regret order for action-dependent fair bandits. When γ is smaller, the impact function "forgets" the impact of past-taken actions faster, therefore less rounds in approaching stage will be needed (see s a 's dependence in γ) and this leads to larger ρ.
Remark 4.5. The dependence of our regret on the phase length L is encoded in ρ. When implementing our algorithm (Appendix G), we calculate L via s a given the ratio ρ. We also run simulations of our algorithm on different ratios ρ, the results show that the performance of our algorithm are not sensitive w.r.t. specifying ρs -in practice, we do not require the exact knowledge of ρ, instead we can afford to use a rough estimation of its upper bound to compute L.
Extension to General Impact Functions
So far, we demonstrate how to utilize the reduction template for history-dependent fair bandits, with the impact function specified as in (2). However, the same technique can be applied for a general family of impact functions.
In particular, as long as the impact function converges after the learner keeps selecting the same action, the same technique applies. To be more precise, we only require f (t) to satisfy the condition |f k (t + s) − g(p k )| ≤ γ s , γ ∈ (0, 1) when the learner keeps pulling arm k with probability p k for s round. The function g(·) can be an arbitrary function as long as it satisfies some smoothness condition, for example: g(x) = x. In fact, the only place we utilize the property of f (t) is to estimate how close f is to g(p) after the approaching stage when repeatedly selecting p. For a different f (t), we can define new reward mean functions r k (·) = r k (g(·)) (similar for π k (·) = π k (g(·))), and tune parameters and s a accordingly to bound the approximation error on U (p) − U e m (p) . Then we can follow the same algorithm template to achieve the same regret bound.
Moreover, we do not require the exact knowledge of the impact function f (t). We only require the impact functions to satisfy the above conditions for our algorithms/analysis to hold. With the same arguments, while we assume the reward function r k (·) and fairness measure function π k (·) are fed with the same impact function f , our formulation generalizes to different impact functions for r k (·) and π k (·), as long as these impact functions are able to stabilize given a consecutively adoption of the desired action.
Simulation
We have conducted a series of simulations to examine the performance of our algorithms. The results, provided in Appendix G, demonstrate that our algorithm outperforms state-of-the-art algorithms in a wide range of settings.
Matching Lower Bounds
For both action-and history-dependent fair bandit learning problems we have proposed algorithms that achieve a regret bound of the orderÕ(KT 2/3 ). In this section, we show the above bound is order-optimal with respect to K and T , i.e., the lower bounds of our action-and history-dependent fair bandit learning problems are both Ω(KT 2/3 ). This is summarized in the following theorem:
Theorem 5.1. Let T > 2K and K ≥ 4, there exist problem instances that for our action-and historydependent fair bandits, respectively, the regret for any algorithm A is lower bounded as: inf A Reg(T ) ≥ Ω(KT 2/3 ).
Proof Sketch. In the proof for action-dependent fair bandits, we construct randomized problem instances and use information theoretical inequalities to prove the lower bound. For history-dependent fair bandits, we show that for a general class of reward functions which satisfy the strictly proper property, i.e., for any mixed strategy p ∈ P and any q = p, the function r k is strictly proper if p k ∈p p k · r k (p k ) > p k ∈p,q k ∈q p k · r k (q k ), solving history-dependent fair bandits (with q k s representing the historical frequency) is as least as hard as solving the action-dependent case (p k s). The detailed proofs are in Appendix E and Appendix F.1.
Conclusion and Future Work
We explore a multi-armed bandit problem in which the actions have delayed impacts to the arm rewards and fairness metrics (e.g., a certain form of reward/utility functions capturing the arm/group's socio-economic status). We propose algorithms that achieve a regret ofÕ(KT 2/3 ) and provide a matching lower regret bound of Ω(KT 2/3 ). Our results complement the bandit literature by adding techniques to deal with fairness and history-dependent biases in bandits.
While our model have its limitations, it formulates and captures an important but relatively underexplored angle in algorithmic fairness, the long-term impact of actions in sequential learning settings. We hope our study will open more discussions along this direction. For future works, we expect to discover more applications of our framework.
Setup

Notations Explanations basic setup
K; T the number of (base) arms; time horizon
probability simplex after discretization with P ⊂ P p meta arm/mixed strategy p ∈ P p * optimal meta arm r k (·) expected reward function of arm k r k :
arm k's hyperparameter on tradeoff the expected reward and fairness a t the realized arm at time t
the probability on pulling arm k,
the realized reward at time t π t the realized status at time t r t the importance weighted reward r t (p k ) the empirical reward mean of discretized arm p k π t (p k ) the empirical status mean of discretized arm p k Reg(t) cumulative regret till time t ∆ p the badness of meta arm p t
the number of times when pulling arm k with prob p k till time t N t (p) number of pulls of meta arm p till time t S(p k ) the set of all meta arms which contain
the empirical reward mean of meta arm p U (p) the expected reward of meta arm p history dependent fair bandit γ time-discounted factor γ ∈ (0, 1) L the length of phase L ∈ N + s a the length of approaching stage s a ∈ N + ρ the ratio of estimation stages over each phase
the time-discounted empirical frequency U e t ( p) the empirical reward mean of meta arm p in all estimation stages n e m (p k ) the number of rounds that arm k is pulled with prob p k in the first m phases 
A Lagrangian Formulation
To simplify the presentation, we fix a time t and drop the dependency on t in the notations.
Definition A.1. The Lagrangian L : P × Λ 2 → R of our problem can be formulated as:
} is a pair of combination and c ∈ [K(K − 1)/2] is the index of each pair of this combination.
The problem then reduces to jointly maximize over p ∈ P and minimize over λ + , λ − ∈ Λ. Rearranging and with a slightly abuse of notations, we have the following equivalent optimization problem:
where
Due to the uncertainty of reward function r k (·) and fairness measure π k (·) (recall that our fairness criteria is defined as the parity of socio-economic status cross different groups, which we can only observe the realization drawn from an unknown distribution), we treat the above optimization problem as a hyperparameter optimization: similar to choosing hyperparameters (the Lagrange multipliers: λ + and λ − ) based on a validation set in machine learning tasks. Therefore, given a fixed set of λ + and λ − , the problem in (12) can be reduced to the following:
B Negative Results
In this section, we show that an online algorithm which ignores its action's impact would suffer linear regret. We consider two general bandit algorithms: TS (Thompson Sampling) and a mean-converging family of algorithms (which includes UCB-like algorithms). These are the two most popular and robust bandit algorithms that can be applied to a wide range of scenarios. We prove the negative results respectively. In particular, we construct problem instances that could result in linear regret if the deployed algorithm ignore the action's impact.
Example 1. Considering the following Bernoulli bandit instance with two arms, indexed by arm 1 and arm 2, i.e., K = 2. For any ∈ [0, 1/2), define the expected reward of each arm as follows:
It is easy to see that p * = {1 − , } is the optimal strategy for the above bandit instance. We first prove the negative result of Thompson Sampling using the above example. The Thompson Sampling algorithm can be summarized as below.
Algorithm 4 Thompson Sampling for Bernoulli bandits
For each arm i = 1, 2, sample θ i (t) from the Beta(S i + 1, F i + 1) distribution.
4:
Play arm a t := arg max i θ i (t) and observe rewardr t .
5:
Ifr t = 1, then S at = S at + 1, else F at = F at + 1. 6: end for Lemma B.1. For the reward structure defined in Example 1, Thompson Sampling would suffer linear regret if it doesn't consider the action's impact it deploys at every time round, namely, it takes the sample mean as the true mean reward of each arm. Before we proceed, we first prove the following strong law of large numbers in Beta distribution. We note that below two lemmas are not new results and can be found in many statistical books. We provide proofs here for the sake of making the current work self-contained.
is the beta function, then for any positive (a, b) such that a + b = 1, when α → ∞, the limit of f (x, α) can be characterized by Dirac delta function δ(x − a).
Proof. By Stirling's approximation, we can write the asymptotics of beta function as follows:
Thus, when α → ∞, i.e., for large aα + 1 and bα + 1, we can approximate the pdf f (x, α) in the following: 
For any δ > 0, and due to the continuous property of f on x * , which further implies that there exists a constant c > 0 such that |f (x) − f (x * )| < δ/2 whenever |x − x * | < c. Thus, given c > δ, we have
It suffices to show that the second term in RHS of above inequality will converge to 0 as λ → ∞. Let ||h|| ∞,δ denote the L ∞ norm of h when h is restricted to {|x − x * | > δ}. Note that for any nonnegative integrable functions h, we have
, which further implies that ||h|| ∞,δ /||h|| ∞ < 1. Thus, there must exist λ 0 such that ∀λ > λ 0 ,
Since γ < 1, we then have lim λ→∞ γ λ = 0, this implies the second term of RHS of (14) converging to 0 as λ → ∞.
We now ready to prove Lemma B.1.
Proof. We prove this by contradiction. Let Reg(T ) denote the expected regret incurred by TS up to time round T , and N t (p) = t s=1 1 p(s)=p denote the number of rounds when the algorithm deploys the (mixed) strategy p ∈ ∆ K . Furthermore, let S i (t)(resp. F i (t)) denote the received 1 s (resp. 0 s ) of arm i up to time round t. Recall that in Thompson Sampling, we have P(a t = 1) = P θ 1 (t) > θ 2 (t) . By the reward function defined in Example 1, it's immediate to see that Thus, by the strong law of large numbers and invoking Lemma B.2, the sample θ 1 (T +1) ∼ Beta(S 1 (T ), F 1 (T )) and θ 2 (T + 1) ∼ Beta(S 2 (T ), F 2 (T )) will converge as follows:
Then it's almost surely that lim T →∞ P(a T +1 = 1) = lim T →∞ P θ 1 (T + 1) > θ 2 (T + 1) = 1. This leads to following holds for sure
Thus, consider the regret incurred from the (T + 1)−th round to (2T )−th round, the regret will be
where the second equality follows that p(s) = (1, 0) holds almost surely from T + 1 to 2T . This shows that
= /4, which contradicts that the algorithm achieves the sublinear regret.
We now show that a general class of algorithms, which are based on mean-converging, will suffer linear regret if it ignores the action's impact. This family of algorithms includes UCB algorithm in classic MAB problems.
Definition B.4 (Mean-converging Algorithm [Schmit and Riquelme, 2018] ). Define I k (t) = {s : a s = k, s < t} as the set of time rounds such the arm k is chosen. Letr k (t) = 1 |I k (t)| s∈I k (t)r s be the empirical mean of arm k up to time t. The mean-converging algorithm A assigns s k (t) for each arm k if following holds true: • s k (t) is the function of {r s : s ∈ I k (t)} and time t;
Lemma B.5. For the reward structure defined in Example 1, the mean-converging Algorithm will suffer linear regret if it mistakenly take the sample mean as the true mean reward of each arm.
Proof. We prove above lemma by contradiction. Let N A t (p) denote the number of plays with deploying the strategy p by algorithm A till time t. Suppose a mean-converging Algorithm A achieves sublinear regret, then it must have lim T →∞ N A
By the definition of mean-converging algorithm and recall the reward structure defined in Example 1, the score s T (1) assigned to arm 1 by the algorithm A must be converging to 1, and the score of s T (2) assigned to arm 2 must be converging to 0.5. By the strong law of large numbers, it suffices to show that P(p(t) = {1, 0}) = 1.∀t ≥ T + 1, which implies the algorithm A would suffer linear regret after T time rounds and thus completes the proof.
C Missing Proofs for Action-Dependent Fair Bandits
C.1 The naive method that directly utilize techniques from Lipschitz bandits
We first give a naive approach which directly applies Lipschitz bandit technique to our action-dependent setting. Recall that each meta arm p specifies the probability p k ∈ [0, 1] for choosing each base arm k. We uniformly discretize each p k into intervals of a fixed length , with carefully chosen such that 1/ is an positive integer. Let P be the space of discretized meta arms, i.e., for each p = {p 1 , . . . , p K } ∈ P , K k=1 p k = 1 and p k ∈ {0, , 2 , . . . , 1} for all k. We then run standard bandit algorithms on the finite set P . There is a natural trade-off on the choice of , which controls the complexity of arm space and the discretization error. show that, with appropriately chosen , this approach can achieve sublinear regret (with respect to the optimal arm in the non-discretized space P).
. Running a bandit algorithm which achieves optimal regret O( |P |T ln T ) on the strategy space P attains the following regret (w.r.t. the optimal arm in non-discretized P):
Proof. As mentioned, we uniformly discretize the interval [0, 1] of each arm into interval of a fixed length . The strategy space will be reduced as P , which we use this as an approximation for the full set P. Then the original infinite action space will be reduces as finite P , and we run an off-the-shelf MAB algorithm A, such as UCB1 or Successive Elimination, that only considers these actions in P . Adding more points to P makes it a better approximation of P, but also increases regret of A on P . Thus, P should be chosen so as to optimize this tradeoff. Let p * := sup p∈P K k=1 p k (t)r k (p k (t)) + λ k π k (p k (t)) denote the best strategy in discretized space P . At each round, the algorithm A can only hope to approach expected reward U (p * ), and together with additionally suffering discretization error :
Then the expected regret of the entire algorithm is:
where Reward(A) is the total reward of the algorithm, and Reg (T ) is the regret relative to U (p * ). If A attains optimal regret O( √ N T ln T ) on any problem instance with time horizon T and N arms, then,
Thus, we need to choose to get the optimal trade-off between the size of P and its discretization error.
Recall that both r k (·) and π k (·) are Lipschitz-continuous with the constant of L r k and L π k , thus, we could bound the DE by restricting p * to be nearest w.r.t p * . Let L * = max k∈ [K] (1 + L r k + |λ k |L π k ), then it's easy to see that DE = Ω(KL * ).
Thus, the total regret can be bounded above from:
we obtain:
C.2 A proof sketch of Theorem 4.2 and the regret discussion of Action-Dependent Fair Bandits
Before we proceed to the proof, we first discuss some key challenges and high-level ideas to circumvent these challenges.
As similar to the proofs of UCB family of algorithms for MAB, after an appropriate discretization, we can derive the regret as the sum of the badness (namely, how suboptimal an meta arm is) for all discretized suboptimal meta arms. However, this will bring us an exponential K in the order of final regret bound since we need to take the summation over all feasible suboptimal meta arms to achieve the regret. To circumvent this challenge, we will focus on the derivations of badness and counting the minimum suboptimal selections in the space of realized actions (base arms), which enables us to reduce the exponential K to polynomial K. On a very high level, our proof proceeds in the following steps: • In Step 1, we aim to get a high probability bound of the estimation error on the expected utility of meta arms after discretization.
• In Step 2, we bound the probability on deploying a suboptimal meta arm when selected sufficiently many number of times, where we quantify such sufficiency via min p k ∈p n t (p k ).
• In Step 3 and Wrapping-up step, we bound the expected value of min p k ∈p n t (p k ) and connect the regret on pulling suboptimal meta arms p with the regret incurred when pulling discretized arms p k / ∈ p * which are not in optimal strategy. Finally, the regret bound of Algorithm 1 can be achieved by optimizing the discretization parameter.
C.2.1 Discussion
Our techniques have close connections to Lipschitz bandits and combinatorial bandits. Given the Lipschitz property of in our r k (·) and π k (·), we are able to utilize the idea of Lipschitz bandits to discretize the strategy space and achieve sublinear regret with respect to the optimal strategy in the non-discretized strategy space. Moreover, we achieve a significantly improved regret bound by utilizing the connection between our problem setting and combinatorial bandits.
In combinatorial bandits, the learner selects K actions out of action space M at each time step, where |M| = Θ(K/ + 1) in our setting. Directly applying state-of-the-art combinatorial bandit algorithms [Chen et al., 2016] in our setting would achieve an instance-independent regret bound of O K 7/6 T 5/6 (ln T ) 1/6 while our algorithm achieves a lower regret of O KT 2/3 (ln T ) 1/3 . The reason for our improvement is that, for each base arm, regardless of which probability it was chosen, we can update the reward and fairness measure observation of the base arm, which provides information for all meta arms that select this arm with a different probability. This reduces the exploration and helps achieve the improvement.
One natural attempt to tackle our problem is to apply EXP3 [Auer et al., 2002b] , which achieves sublinear regret even when the arm reward is generated adversarially. However, we would like to note that the optimal policy in our setting could be a mixed strategy, while the "sublinear" regret of EXP3 is with respect to a fixed strategy, and therefore it implies a linear regret in our setting.
C.3 Proof of Theorem 4.2
Step 1: Bound the error of |U (p) − U (p)|. For any p = {p 1 , . . . , p K }, define the empirical utility U t (p) := K k=1 p k ·r t (p k ) + λ k ·π k (p k ). The first step of our proof is to bound P(|U t (p) − U (p)| ≤ δ) for each meta arm p = {p 1 , . . . , p K } with high probability. 6 Using the Hoeffding's inequality, we obtain
where p min (p) = arg min p k ∈p n t (p k ). By setting δ = K ln t nt(pmin(p)) in above inequality, for each meta arm p at time t, we have that |U t (p) − U (p)| ≤ K ln t/n t (p min (p)), with probability at least 1 − 2/t 2 .
Step 2: Bound the probability on deploying suboptimal meta arm. With above high probability error bound we obtain in Step 1, we can construct an UCB index for each meta arm p ∈ P :
Above constructed UCB index gives the following guarantee:
Lemma C.2. At any time round t, for a suboptimal meta arm p, if it satisfies n t (p min (p)) ≥ 4K ln t ∆ 2 p , then UCB t (p) < UCB t (p * ) with the probability at least 1 − 4/t 2 . Thus, for any t,
where ∆ p := R(p * ) − R(p) denotes the badness of meta arm p and R(p) = K k=1 p k r k (p k ) + λ k π k (p k ).
Proof. We prove this lemma by establishing two "events" which occur with high probability:
(1) the UCB index of each meta arm will concentrate on the true mean utility of p;
(2) the empirical mean utility of each meta arm p will also concentrate on the true mean utility of p. We then show that the probability of either one of the events not holding is at most 4/t 2 . By a union bound we prove above desired lemma.
By Event 2 = UCB t (p * ).
The first inequality comes from that n t (p min (p)) ≥ 4K ln t ∆ 2 p and the probability of third inequality or fifth inequality not holding is at most 4/t 2 .
Intuitively, Lemma C.2 implies that once UCB t (p) < UCB t (p * ), we will stop playing meta arm p.
Step 3: Bound the E[n t (p min (p))]. Ideally, we would like to bound the number of the selections on deploying the suboptimal meta arm, i.e., N t (p), in a logarithmic order of T . However, if we proceed to bound this by separately considering each meta arm, the final regret bound will have an order with exponent in K since the number of meta arms grows exponentially in K. Instead, we turn to bound E[n t (p min (p))].
Recall that by the definitions of n t (p) and p min (p), the pulls of p is thus upper bounded by its n t (p min (p)). Thus, this quantity will help us to reduce the exponential K to the polynomial K. This is formalized in the following lemma.
Lemma C.3. For each suboptimal meta arm p = p * , we have that E[n t (p min (p))] ≤ 4K ln t
Proof. For each suboptimal meta arm p = p * , suppose there exists p min (p) / ∈ p * such that p min (p) = arg min p k ∈p N t (S(p k )).
E[N T (S(p min (p)))] = 1 + E T t=n 1 (p(t) = p, p ∈ S(p min (p))) = 1 + E T t=n 1 p(t) = p, p ∈ S(p min (p)); n t (p min (p)) <
We add 1 in the first equality to account for 1 initial pull of every meta arm by the algorithm. For the third inequality, suppose for contradiction that the indicator 1 (p(t) = p, p ∈ S(p min (p)); n t (p min (p)) < S) takes value of 1 at more than S − 1 time steps, where S = 4K ln T ∆ 2 p . Let τ be the time step at which this indicator is 1 for the (S − 1)−th time. Then the number of pulls of all meta arms in S(p min (p)) is at least L times until time τ (including the initial pull), and for all t > τ , n t (p min (p)) ≥ S which implies n t (p min (p)) ≥ 4K ln t ∆ 2 p . Thus, the indicator cannot be 1 for any t ≥ τ , contradicting the assumption that the indicator takes value of 1 more than L times. This bounds 1 + E T t=n 1 (p(t) = p, p ∈ S(p min (p)); n t (p min (p)) < S) by S. For the sixth inequality, we apply the lemma C.2 to bound the first conditional probability term and use the fact that the probabilities cannot exceed 1 to bound the second probability term.
We will use this connection in the following step to reduce the computation of regret on pulling all suboptimal meta arms to calculate the regret via the summation over suboptimal discretized arms.
Wrapping-up step: Complete the proof We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.2. We first define some statistics which would be helpful for our analysis. To circumvent the summation over all feasible suboptimal arms {p} with the summation over all discretized arms {p k }, for each discretized arm p k , we define the notion of super set S(p k ) = {p : p k ∈ p} which contains all the meta arms that include this discretized arm. Define N t (S(p k )) = p∈S(p k ) N t (p). Then by definition we can rewrite n t (p k ) in the following:
For each p k , define L(p k ) = |S(p k )| as the cardinality of its super set S(p k ). We also define ∆ p k min := min p∈S(p k ) ∆ p ; ∆ p k max := max p∈S(p k ) ∆ p . Let Reg (t) denote the cumulative regret when competing with the optimal discretized strategy with the discretization parameter being . Then, we can rewrite the regret in the following:
Observe that, by Lemma C.3, at each round t, for each discretized arm p k / ∈ p * , there are two possible cases:
• There exists a meta arm p such that p ∈ S(p k ), and its p min (p) = p k . Then we can bound the expectation of total number of pulls for all p ∈ S(p k ) by N t (S(p k )), i.e.,
• There exists no meta arm p such that p ∈ S(p k ), and p min (p) for each p is not p k . In this case, for each p l ∈ S(p k ), we can always argue that there exists another discretized arm p ∈ p l but p = p k such that p = p min (p l ). Thus, for each p l ∈ S(p k ), together with other meta arms which also have discretized arm p as p l , we have that
Above observations imply that even though we can not find any meta arm p in S(p k ) such that p min (p) = p k , we can always apply similar analysis by finding another discretized arm p ∈ p but p = p k , such that p = p min (p). Thus, for each discretized arm p k , we can focus on the case where p k is able to attain the minimum N t (S(p k )) for some p ∈ S(p k ).
Lemma C.4. Following the UCB designed in (16), we have following instance-dependent regret on the discretized arm space:
Proof. Observe that for each discretized arm not in the optimal arms, we can reduce the total regret into the following regret on pulling the meta arm which contains this suboptimal discretized arm, i.e.,
. For each discretized arm p k , its E[N t (S(p k ))] will increase from 0 to l t (∆ p k min ). Suppose from round s − 1 to s and assume E[N s−1 (S(p k ))] is in the range of (l t (∆ p j−1 ), l t (∆ p j )] for some j ∈ [L(p k )], and now pulling some meta arm p l ∈ S(p k ) will lead to increase E[N s (S(p k ))] with 1, then we must have following:
where step (a) comes from Lemma C.3, since the expected number of pulls of any suboptimal meta arm p cannot exceed l t (∆ p ), and (b) comes from the definition on ∆ p j . Then we have following relaxation for the incurred regret:
To simplify the notation, set l t (∆ p 0 ) = 0. Now, we can decompose the l∈[L(p k )] N t (p l (p k ))∆ p l as the following:
Thus, regret (17) is equivalent to following instance-dependent regret bound:
By an appropriate partition over the super sets (or the discretized arms), we can achieve following instance-independent regret bound:
Lemma C.5. Following the UCB designed in (16), we have:
Proof. To achieve instance-independent regret bound, divide the super set (or the discretized arms) into two groups:
• Group 1 contains the super sets (or the discretized arms) which satisfy ∆ p k min ≥ K 2 ln T T ;
• Group 2 contains the super sets (or the discretized arms) which satisfy ∆ p k min ≤ K 2 ln T T ; Then the total regret is the sum of the regret of each group. For the case 1, the maximum total regret incurred due to pulling the meta arms which are contained in the super set of the Group 1 is bounded by:
Furthermore, the maximum total regret incurred due to pulling the meta arms which are contained in the super set of the Group 2 is bounded by:
Combining the incurred regret on above two groups, the instance-independent regret bound will be given as follows:
Together with the discretization error, we have,
and optimizing w.r.t , i.e., = Θ T −1/3 (ln T ) 1/3 . We could obtain following total regret bound:
With above lemma, set = Θ T −1/3 (ln T ) 1/3 will give us desired result in Theorem 4.2.
D Proof of Theorem 4.3 for History-dependent Fair Bandits
Step 1: Bounding the approximation error of U (p) − U e m (p) with high-probability. Our first step is to ensure the empirical utility estimation we obtain from the information we collected in all estimation stages will approximate well the true utility mean of meta arm we want to deploy.
To get a high-probability error bound, we first bound the approximation error incurred due to the dependency of history of arm selection ("historical bias"). This is summarized below.
Lemma D.1. Keeping deploying p = {p 1 , . . . , p K } in the approaching stage with s a rounds, and collect all feedback in the following estimation stage for the empirical utility estimation generated by p, one can bound the approximation error as follows:
where U (p) denote the empirical utility mean if the instantaneous utility is truly sampled from mean utility function according to p.
Proof. The proof of above lemma is mainly built on analyzing the convergence of p γ via pulling the arms with the same probability consistently. For the ease of presentation, let us suppose t = mL and let t e m ∆ = t L (L − s a ) = m(L − s a ) be the total number of estimation rounds in the first m phases. Thus, at the end of the approaching stage, we have
. Recall that during the approaching stage, we consistently pull arm k with the same probability p k . Thus, the approximation error of p γ k,t+sa w.r.t. p k can be computed as:
Recall that U (p) = p k ∈p p k r k (p k ) + λ k π k (p k ). In the estimation stage, we approximate all the realized utility as the utility generated by the meta arm p. However, note that we actually cannot compute the value of U (p), instead, we use U e m (p t+sa ) of each phase as an approximation of U (p), i.e., we approximate all p γ e,t+s , ∀s ∈ (s a , L] as p t+sa and use p t+sa as the approximation of p k . Recall that for any s ∈ (s a , L], we have:
Thus, the approximation error on the empirical estimation can be computed as follows:
With the approximation error at hand, we can then bound the error of U (p) − U e m (p) with high probability:
Lemma D.2. With probability at least 1 − 6 (Lρm) 2 , we have
where p min (p) = arg min p k ∈p n e m (p k ). Proof. We first decompose U (p) − U e m (p γ e ) as U (p) − U (p) + U (p) − U e m (p) and then apply union bound.
where the last inequality is due to the Hoeffding's Inequality on Weighted Sums and Lemma D.1.
Step 2: Bounding the probability on deploying suboptimal meta arm. Till now, with the help of above high probability bound on the empirical utility estimation, the history-dependent fair bandit setting is largely reduced to an action-dependent one with a certain approximation error. Then, similar to our argument on upper bound in Section 4.1, we have the following specific Lemma for history-dependent fair bandits: Proof. To prove above lemma, we construct two high-probability events. Event 1 corresponds to that the UCB index of each meta arm concentrates on the true mean utility of p; Event 2 corresponds to that the empirical mean utility of each approximated meta arm p γ concentrates on the true mean utility of p. The probability of Event 1 or Event 2 not holding is at most 4/t 2 . By the definition of the constructed UCB, we'll have
where the first inequality is due to n e m (p min (p)) ≥ 9K ln(Lρm) ∆p 2 −err 2 , and the probability of third or fifth inequality not holding is at most 12/(Lρm) 2 .
Above lemma implies that we will stop deploying suboptimal meta arm p and further prevent it from incurring regret as we gather more information about it such that UCB m (p) < UCB m (p * ).
Step 3: Bounding the E[n e m (p min (p))]. The results we obtain in Step 2 implies following guarantee:
Lemma D.4. For each suboptimal meta arm p = p * , we have following:
Proof. For each suboptimal arm p = p * , and suppose there exists p min (p) / ∈ p * such that p min (p) = arg min p k ∈p n e t (p k ), then For the first inequality, suppose for contradiction that the indicator 1 (p(t) = p, p ∈ S(p min (p)); n e m (p min (p)) < S) takes value of 1 at more than S − 1 time steps, where S = 9K ln(m(S−sa)) ∆p 2 −err 2 . Let τ be the time step at which this indicator is 1 for the (S − 1)-th time. Then the number of pulls of all meta arms in S(p min (p)) is at least L times until time τ (including the initial pull), and for all t > τ , n t (p min (p)) ≥ S which implies n e m (p min (p)) ≥ . Thus, the indicator cannot be 1 for any t ≥ τ , contradicting the assumption that the indicator takes value of 1 more than S times. This bounds 1+E T t=n 1 (p(t) = p, p ∈ S(p min (p)); n e m (p min (p)) < S) by S.
Wrapping up: Proof of Theorem 4.3. Following the similar analysis in Section 3, we can also get an instance-dependent regret bound for history-dependent fair bandits: Lemma D.5. Following the UCB designed in Algorithm 3, we have following instance-dependent regret on discretized arm space for history-dependent fair bandits:
Proof. The total regret w.r.t optimal meta arm in discretized space is defined as follows:
. Suppose we choose s a to satisfy that min p ∆ p > 2err. Define
Follow the same logic in (18), we have:
Summing over all discretized arms will give us desired result.
The instance-independent regret on discretized arm space is summarized in following lemma:
Lemma D.6. Following the UCB designed in Algorithm 3, the instance-independent regret is given as
where g 3 (err, ρ) = 18+2ρ ρ terr + 2Kπ 2 L ρ 2 .
Proof. Define ∆ * = 2 K 2 ln(tρ) t + 2err. Considering following two cases:
• Group 1 contains the super sets which satisfy ∆ p k min ≥ ∆ * ; • Group 2 contains the super sets which satisfy ∆ p k min < ∆ * .
For the case 1, the maximum total regret incurred due to pulling the suboptimal meta arms is bounded by:
For the case 2, the maximum total regret incurred due to pulling the suboptimal meta arms is bounded by:
So the total regret incurred by above two cases are:
Wrapping up: Proof of Theorem 4.3.
Proof.
Optimizing (21) w.r.t , i.e., we solve optimal by letting CtK = 36K+2ρ ρ t ln(tρ) , i.e., * = (36K + 2ρ) 2 ln(tρ) C 2 K 2 tρ 2 1/3
Plug back and then optimize (21) w.r.t err = Kγ sa (L * +1), i.e., we solve optimal s * a by letting terr = t ln(tρ) , i.e.,
where the last equality is by plugging in optimal * computed from (22). So given any constant ratio ρ, and divide T into consecutive phases with a length of L = s * a 1−ρ and ensure the length of approaching stage (i.e., s * a ) of each phase satisfies (23), we then have following regret bound:
Combining with the discretization error, and optimizing will yield us the result in Theorem 4.3.
E Lower Bound of Action-Dependent Fair Bandits
In this section, we derive the lower regret bound of bandits with action-dependent feedback, showing that the upper regret bound of our Algorithm 1 is optimal in the sense that it matches this lower bound in terms of the dependency on T and K. For easy of presentation, we will drop the fairness constraint in the discussion. Note that, by importance-weighting technique, we can construct an unbiased estimation of each base arm's reward. Thus, we can rephrase our problem as the combinatorial lipschitz bandit with constraint, henceforth called CombLipBC, which directly operates on the observations of all base arms:
Definition E.1 (CombLipBC). Suppose the action set P available to the learner is a continuous space, consisted of K unit-range base arms , i.e., P ⊂ [0, 1] K . At each time, the learner needs to select a meta arm p(t) = {p 1 (t), . . . , p K (t)} in which each discretized arm p k (t) ∈ [0, 1] is selected from k-th unit range and with the constraint such that p k (t) = 1. And then the learner will observe rewards {r t (p k (t))} k∈ [K] for all base arms with the mean of each E[r t (p k (t))] = r k (p k (t)).
Our main result of this section is summarized in the following theorem:
Theorem E.2. Let T > 2K and K ≥ 4, there exists a problem instance such that for any algorithm A for our action-dependent fair bandits , we have
The high-level intuition for deriving above lower bound is that we first construct a reduction from CombLipBC to a discretized combinatorial bandit problem with the action constraint p k (t) = 1 -we refer this latter problem setting as CombBC. Then we show that the regret incurred within CombLipBC is lower bounded by the regret incurred with CombBC. To finish the proof, we bound the worst-case regret from below of CombBC by taking an average over a conveniently chosen class of problem instances.
E.1 Randomized problem instances and definitions
We now construct a reduction for proving the lower bound of CombLipBC. Specifically, we will construct a distribution D over a set of problem instances (we also call each instance an adversary, since the instances are adversarially constructed) of CombLipBC, while each problem instance will be uniquely mapped to a problem instance in CombBC [Kleinberg et al., 2008] .
These new instances are associated with 0 − 1 rewards. For each base arm k ∈ [K], all the discretized arms p have mean reward r k (p) = 1/2 except those near the unique best discretized arm p * k with r k (p * k ) = 1/2 + . Here > 0 is a parameter to be adjusted later in the analysis. Due to the requirement of Lipschitz condition, a smooth transition is needed in the neighborhood of each p * k . Hence, we introduce a "bump" area around p * k . More formally, we define the following bump function r k (·) for base arm k:
Fix N p ∈ N and partition all base arms [0, 1] into N p disjoint intervals of length 1/N p . Then above bump functions indicate that each interval with the length of 2 will either contain a bump or be completely flat. For the sake of simplifying presentation, in the analysis below, we'll focus on the case where the Lipschitz constant is L r k = 1, ∀k ∈ [K]. Formally, Definition E.3. We define 0-1 rewards problem instances I(p * , ) for CombLipBC indexed by a random permutation p * = {p * k } k∈ [K] , which satisfies following property:
• k p * k = 1 and each p * k takes the value from {(2j − 1) } j∈ [Np] . • The reward function of base arm k is defined in (24), and the optimal action of arm k is p * k .
In combinatorial bandit, the learner selects a subset of ground arms subject to some pre-defined constraints. Adapting to our model, we denote this action space M as the set of K × N p binary matrices {0, 1} K×Np :
where a k,j ∈ {0, 1} is the indicator random variable such that a k,j = 1 means that the j−th discretized arm probability is selected for the k-th base arm. Note that this space has not included the action constraint that we're planning to impose on CombLipBC.
We now construct the problem instances of CombBC such that each problem instance I(p * , ) in CombLipBC has a corresponding problem instance in CombBC.
Definition E.4. We define 0-1 rewards problem instances J (l * , ) for CombBC indexed by l * = {l * k } k∈ [K] , such that l * k = (p * k / + 1)/2. Therefore, l * k ∈ [N p ] and the mean reward of J (l * , ) is defined as follows: for any t ∈ {1, . . . , T },
Observe that with one more action constraint, the feasible action space of CombBC will be a constrained space of M, which we denote by
We now next show that for any algorithm A I trying to solve the problem instance I(p * , ) in CombLipBC, we can construct an algorithm A J that needs to solve a corresponding problem instance J (p * , ) in CombBC.
The intuition of the construction routine is as follows. With above defined KN p intervals in hand, by the deliberately designed reward structure, whenever an algorithm chooses a meta arm p = {p 1 , . . . , p K } such that each discretized arm p k falls into an interval of this base arm k, choosing the center of this interval is best. Thus, if we restrict to discretized arms that are centers of the intervals of all base arms, we then have a family of problem instances of CombBC, where the reward function is exactly defined in (25).
Routine A routine inbetween A I and A J
Input: A CombLipBC instance I, a CombBC instance J and an algorithm A I for solving I. for round t = 1, . . . do A I selects a meta arm p(t) = {p 1 (t), . . . , p K (t)};
A J observes {r(l k (t))}; A I observes {r(p k (t))}; end for Furthermore, with above construction routine, we have following guarantee:
Lemma E.5. The regret incurred by A I , which is for the problem instance I(p * , ), is lower bounded by the regret incurred by A J for the problem instance J (l * , ):
Proof. As we can see, each instance J (l * , ) corresponds to an instance I(p * , ) of CombLipBC. In particular, each k-th base arm in J corresponds to the base arm k in I, and more specifically, each discretized arm j ∈ [N p ] in k-th base arm corresponds to the all possible discretized arms p such that p ∈ [(2j − 1) · − , (2j − 1) · + ).
In other words, we can view J as a discrete version of I. In particular, we have r k (j|J ) = r k (p), ∀p ∈ [(2j − 1) − , (2j − 1) + ), where r k (·) is the reward function for base arm k in I, and r k (·|J )is the reward function for base arm k in J . Given an arbitrary algorithm A I for a problem instance I of CombLipBC, we can use it to construct an algorithm A J to solve the corresponding problem instance J in CombBC. To see this, at each round, A I is called and an action is selected p(t). This action corresponds to an action l(t) in CombBC such that for each discretized arm p k (t) ∈ p(t), it falls into the interval [(2l k (t) − 1) − , (2l k (t) − 1) + ) where l k (t) ∈ l(t). Then algorithm A J will observe {r(l k (t))} and receive the reward kr (l k (t)). After that, kr (l k (t)) and p(t) will be further used to compute reward kr (p k (t)) such that E[ kr (p k (t))] = k∈[K] r(l k (t)), and feed it back to A I .
At each round, let p(t) and l(t) denote the action chosen by the A I and A J , since we have r k (l k (t)) ≥ r k (p k (t)) and best arm of the problem instance I and J has the same mean reward K(1/2 + ), this completes the proof. The structure of the proof is similar to that of Audibert and Bubeck [2010] , while the main difference is that we construct a different set of adversaries to bound the probability of the learner on achieving "good event" (will be specified later). At a high level, our proof builds on the following 4 steps: from step 1 to 3 we restrict our attention to the case of deterministic strategies for the learner, and then we show how to extend the results to arbitrary and randomized strategies by Fubini's theorem in step 4.
Step 1: Regret Notions. We will also call that the learner is playing against the l * -adversary when the current instance is J (l * , ). We denote by E l * [·] the expectation with respect to the reward generation process of the l * -adversary. Without the loss of generality, we assume K is an even number. We write P (2h−1,2h),l * for the probability distribution of (j 2h−1,t , j 2h,t ) when the learner faces the l * -adversary. Thus, against the l * -adversary, we have
where G T denotes the good event such that {j 2h−1,T = l * 2h−1 , j 2h,T = l * 2h } holds simultaneously for base arm 2h − 1 and 2h. For a particular distribution l * ∼ D for all random adversaries, and let P(l * ) denote the support of the adversary l * . Because the maximum value is always no less than the mean, we have
Step 2: Information Inequality Let P −(2h−1,2h),l * be the probability distribution of (j 2h−1,t , j 2h,t ) against the adversary which plays like the l * -adversary except that in the (2h − 1, 2h)−th base arms, where the rewards of all discretized arms are drawn from a Bernoulli distribution of parameter 1/2. We refer it as (−h, l * )-adversary. Let J denote the set of all possible l * adversaries and D be the distribution over l * in which l * is sampled uniformly at random.
Lemma E.6. Let n −h (K − 1 + N p − m), ∀m ∈ {2, . . . , 1 + N p } denote the total number of the combinations of j k k =2h−1,2h such that i =2h−1,2h j k = K − 1 + N p − m. Then we have
where c is a constant.
Proof. Let KL(·) be the Kullback-Leibler divergence operator. By Pinsker's inequality, we have P (2h−1,2h),l * (G T ) ≤ P −(2h−1,2h),l * (G T ) + 1 2 KL(P −(2h−1,2h),l * , P (2h−1,2h),l * ), ∀l * ∈ J .
Then by the concavity of the square root,
We introduce n h (m), ∀m ∈ {2, . . . , 1 + N p } to denote the total number of combinations of (j 2h−1 , j 2h ) such that j 2h−1 + j 2h = m. Then by definition, it is easy to see that n h (m) = m − 1, and furthermore 
Let D be the distribution over l * in which l * is sampled uniformly at random, i.e., P(l * ) = 1 |J | , then by the symmetry of the adversary (−h, l * ), we have
By (29) Step 3: Bounding KL(P −(2h−1,2h),l * , P (2h−1,2h),l * ) via the chain rule. We now proceed to bound the value of KL(P −(2h−1,2h),l * , P (2h−1,2h),l * ).
where c is the constant value. Proof. Given any sequence of observed rewards up to time T , which denoted by W T ∈ {1, . . . , K} T , the empirical distribution of plays, and, in particular, the probability distribution of (j 2h−1,t , j 2h,t ) conditional on the fact that W T will be the same for all adversaries. Thus, if we denote by P T (2h−1,2h),l * (or P T −(2h−1,2h),l * ) the probability distribution of W T when the learner plays against the l * -adversary (or the (−h, l * )-adversary), we can easily show that KL(P −(2h−1,2h),l * , P (2h−1,2h),l * ) ≤ KL(P T −(2h−1,2h),l * , P T (2h−1,2h),l * ). Then we apply the chain rule for Kullback-Leibler divergence iteratively to introduce the probability distributions P t (2h−1,2h),l * of the observed rewards W t up to time t and then will arrive desired result. More formally, we reduce to bound the KL(P T −(2h−1,2h),l * , P T (2h−1,2h),l * ), KL(P T −(2h−1,2h),l * , P T (2h−1,2h),l * ) = KL(P 1 −(2h−1,2h),l * , P 1 (2h−1,2h),l * )+ T t=2 wt−1∈{1,...,K} t−1 P t−1 −(2h−1,2h),l * (w t−1 )KL P −(2h−1,2h),l * (·|w t−1 ), P (2h−1,2h),l * (·|w t−1 )
where B wt−1 and B wt−1 are two Bernoulli random variables with parameters in {1/2, 1/2 + }. Due to the fact that KL(p, q) ≤ (p−q 2 ) q(1−q) , we will have
where c is a constant. Taking the summation will complete the proof. 
which follows the fact that: given a 1 ≤ a 2 ≤ . . . ≤ a n and b 1 ≤ b 2 ≤ . . . ≤ b n , one will have n a i b i ≥ a i b i . Plugging back into Eqs. (28) and (27) and substituting = Θ(T −1/3 ) will get the desired result.
Step 4: Fubini's theorem for Random Strategies. For a randomized learner, let E rand denote the expectation with respect to the randomization of the learner. Then
where r t = (r 1 (l 1 (t), . . . , r K (l K (t))), and value of the reward for not realized arms are computed from Eq (4). The interchange of the integration and the expectation is justified by Fubini's Theorem. For every realization of learner's randomization, the results of all earlier steps still follow. This will give us the same lower bound for E rand 1 |J | l * ∈J E l * T t=1 l(t) T r t − (l * ) T r t as we have shown above.
F Lower Bound of History-Dependent Fair Bandits
F.1 Proof of the lower bound in history-dependent fair bandits
For history-dependent fair bandits, we show that for a general class of utility function which satisfies the strictly proper property (we will shortly elaborate this property), solving history-dependent fair bandits is as least harder as solving action-dependent fair bandits. Armed with the above derived lower bound of action-dependent case, we can then conclude the lower bound of history-dependent case. For simplicity, we will drop fairness constraints π k in below discussion. Strictly Proper Utility Function is defined as below.
Definition F.1 (Strictly Proper Utility). For any mixed strategy p ∈ P and any q = p, the functions {r k } are strictly proper if following holds,
With above defined strictly proper utility at hand, we now ready to prove the Theorem 5.1 for historydependent case.
Proof. Let I h denote a history-dependent fair bandits instance whose utility function satisfies above defined strictly proper property, and I a denote the associated action-dependent bandit instance whose utility function is the same as that in I h . Let f * (t) = {f * k } k∈[K] be the discounted frequency at time t when the learner keeps deploying the best-in-hindsight strategy p * and L * = max L π k Then we can show that
where the first inequality is due to the strict proper property of utility function, and the third inequality is due to the fact that the history-dependent fair bandits shares the same best-in-hindsight strategy as that in the action-dependent bandit and Lemma D.1. By the regret reduction from the history-dependent fair bandits to the action-dependent bandit, we can conclude the lower bound of the history-dependent case.
F.2 Optimal dynamic policy v.s. best policy in hindsight
As we mentioned, for action-dependent fair bandits, the optimal dynamic policy can be characterized by a bestin-hindsight (mixed) strategy computing from following constrained optimization problem: max p∈P K k=1 p k r k (p k ). While for history-dependent fair bandits, it is possible that the optimal policy p * may not be well-defined due to the fact of reward dependence on action history. However, we argue that when competing against with best-in-hindsight policy, notwithstanding in the face of this kind of reward-history correlation, the value of the optimal strategy is always well-defined in the limit, and this limit value is also characterized by the best-in-hindsight (mixed) strategy computed from action-dependent fair bandits. To gain intuition, note that the time-discounted frequency f (t) will be exponentially approach to the fixed strategy p the learner deploys. As we explain in Section 4, after consistently deploying p with s rounds, the frequency f (t + s) will be converging to p with the exponential decay error γ s . Thus, to achieve highest expected utility, the learner should deploy the optimal strategy computed as in action-dependent case.
Furthermore, we would like to note that for a general family of utility functions satisfying Definition F.1, solving optimal dynamic policy in history-dependent fair bandits can be then reduced to solve a best-inhindsight fixed policy, this is immediately followed by the the property of Strictly Proper Utility.
G EVALUATIONS
We have performed synthetic experiments to empirically evaluate the performance of our proposed solution with a set of baselines.
G.1 Evaluations for action-dependent fair bandits
We first evaluate our proposed algorithm on action-dependent fair bandits against the following state-of-the-art bandit algorithms. of these independent runs, where the error bars correspond to ±2 standard deviations.
The results, shown in Figure 3a , demonstrate that our algorithm significantly outperforms the baselines. As expected, mEXP3 works better than EXP3 algorithm when T is large, since the former searches the optimal strategies in the meta arm space. Our algorithm outperforms mEXP3 and CUCB since we utilize the problem structure, which reduces the amount of explorations.
G.2 Evaluations for history-dependent fair bandits
We now evaluate our proposed algorithm for history-dependent fair bandits via comparing against the following baselines from non-stationary bandits. Note that, while CUCB performs reasonably well in action-dependent case, it does not apply in history-dependent case, since we cannot select the time-discounted frequency (which maps to the arm in CUCB) as required in CUCB. The performance of our algorithms on different ratios, we set K = 2 and remaining parameters are also same as before. and the discounted empirical average is given byr t (k, γ DUCB ) = 1 Nt(k,γ DUCB ) · t s=1 γ t−s DUCBrs (k)1 (as=k) . • Sliding-Window UCB [Garivier and Moulines, 2011] : Sliding-Window UCB (SWUCB) is a modification of DUCB, instead of averaging the rewards over all past with a discount factor, SWUCB relies on a local empirical average of the observed rewards, for example, using only the τ last plays. Specifically, this method also constructs an UCB : r t (k, τ ) + c t (k, τ ) for the instantaneous expected reward. The local empirical average is given by r t (k, τ ) = 1 Nt(k,τ ) t s=t−τ +1r s (k)1 (as=k) , N t (k, τ ) = t s=t−τ +1 γ t−s DUCB 1 (as=k) and the confidence interval is defined as c t (k, γ DUCB ) = 2 ξ ln(min(t,τ )) Nt (k,τ ) . We use grid searches to determine the algorithms' parameters. For example, in DUCB, the discount factor was chosen from γ DUCB ∈ {0.5, 0.6, . . . 0.9}, while the window size of SWUCB was chosen from τ ∈ {10 2 , . . . , 5×10 2 }. Besides above algorithms, we also implement the celebrated non-stationary bandit algorithm EXP3.
We chose K and r k (p k ) to be the same as the experiments in action-dependent case. And the discount factor is chosen as γ DUCB = 0.8 and the window size for SWUCB is chosen as 200 via the grid search, and ξ is set to 1. We examine the algorithm performances under different γ (the parameter in time-discounted frequency), with smaller γ indicating that arm rewards are more influenced by recent actions. As seen in Figures 3b-3d , our algorithm outperforms all baselines in all γ but the improvement is more significant with small γ. This is possibly due to that most non-stationary bandit algorithms have been focusing on settings in which the change of arm rewards over time is not dramatic.
We also examine our algorithm with larger number of base arms K with comparing to above baseline algorithms and the performance of our algorithm on different ratios ρ. The results are presented in Figure 4 and show that our algorithm consistently performs better than other baselines when K goes large. The results also suggest that our algorithm is not sensitive to different ρ, though one could see the regret is slightly lower when ρ is increasing, which is expected from our regret bound.
